
T H E  # 1  D O CTO R  R E CO M M E N D E D  E A R P LU G  B R A N D



“ I exclusively recommend Mack's® Silicone Earplugs to my patients needing earplugs after ventilation 
tube insertion and to prevent water getting in the ear with hard to treat fungal/yeast external otitis."
- Dr. Zev Kahn, M.D. – Castro Valley, CA

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Items #200, 206, 208
200 pair dispenser

(white, orange, beige)

Item #8
2 pair beige

Item #6
2 pair orange

Item #5
2 pair white

22 dB
noise reduction rating

WATER & NOISE

#1 BRAND OF MOLDABLE SILICONE EARPLUGS PERSONALLY USED BY DOCTORS
Item #7 - 6 pair

The ORIGINAL custom moldable silicone putty earplug, invented by our founder

Comfortable fit & seal

Provides protection after ear surgeries

Helps prevent otitis externa (swimmer's ear)

Protects hearing from loud noises

Helps promote quality, restful sleep

Helps relieve ear pain from airplane ear pressure

Made with non-toxic, non-allergenic, moldable silicone

I have the perfect solution for you: Mack’s® Pillow Soft® 
Silicone Putty Earplugs. They are #1 Doctor Recommended 
to help prevent otitis externa (swimmer's ear) infections, 
as well as get a good night’s sleep when sleeping with a 
snoring spouse...one product to serve both of your needs!

I’m going on vacation and need some earplugs to block 
out water while swimming, as well as block out my 
snoring hubby! What do you recommend?

Official Earplugs of

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

#1 DOCTOR RECOMMENDED BRAND OF MOLDABLE SILICONE EARPLUGS TO HELP PREVENT SWIMMER'S EAR

WATER & NOISE

Yes, he can go swimming as long as he uses Mack’s® Kids 
Size Moldable Silicone Putty Earplugs. They are super 
comfortable, mold gently to the outer ear canal to seal out 
water, and are safe for use with ear tubes. Kids love them 
because they can collect 4 different temporary tattoos!

Each 6 pair package includes 
one of these fun tattoos!

Item #10 - 6 pair

Comfortable, custom fit & seal

Provides protection after ear surgeries

Helps prevent otitis externa (swimmer's ear)

Protects hearing from loud noises

Helps relieve ear pain from 
airplane ear pressure

Made with non-toxic, non-
allergenic, moldable silicone

Item #210
200 pair dispenser

FOR KIDS 6 & UNDER
smaller silicone earplugs

22 dB
noise reduction rating

My 5-year-old son has chronic ear infections and just had 
tubes put in his ears. Is he allowed to go swimming with 
ear tubes?



Mack's® Snore Mufflers™ silicone putty delivers comfortable fit & seal

No pressure, cover-only design offers unsurpassed comfort

Helps promote quality, restful sleep

Great for blocking out snoring spouses, roommates, noisy 
neighbors, fishing buddies, travel partners, etc.

#1 Doctor Recommended Brand of Moldable Silicone Earplugs to 
get a good night’s sleep when sleeping with a snoring spouse

Great for EAR CARE & SNORING sections of your store

Great for EAR CARE & SNORING 
sections of your storeItem #2866 - 6 pair

32 dB
noise reduction rating

22 dB
noise reduction rating

SNORING

Item #128
100 pair tub

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Item #2810 - 12 pair

My husband and I are going camping for a month, but I don’t 
know how I’m going to survive sleeping in a tent next to him 
and his loud snoring. Help!

Mack’s® is the #1 Doctor Recommended Earplug Brand to get a 
good night’s sleep when sleeping with a snoring spouse. That 
being said, Mack’s® Snore Blockers® Soft Foam Earplugs 
were made just for your situation! Their bright color makes 
them easy to locate on the nightstand and in travel bags.

Made with super soft foam, Mack's® Sound Asleep® earplugs are perfect 
for extended wear in situations where extreme comfort is paramount

Unique hollow end maximizes comfort, especially during sleep

Great for blocking out snoring spouses, roommates, noisy 
neighbors, fishing buddies, travel partners, etc.

Mack’s® is the #1 Doctor Recommended Brand of Foam Earplugs 
to get a good night’s sleep when sleeping with a snoring spouse

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Item #2188 - 6 pair

Item #2140 - 12 pair

22 dB
noise reduction rating

SLEEPING

Due to city noise, I'm lacking quality, restful sleep, and 
it's starting to affect my health. I feel like I'm losing it. 
What can I do?

You need Mack’s® Snoozers® Silicone Putty Earplugs. 
They are the ultimate in earplug comfort, as they mold to 
the unique contours of your ear and provide a better fit than 
custom earplugs. Snoozers® will help block out the loud 
noise that is preventing you from getting quality sleep. 

Great for EAR CARE & SLEEP sections of your store

Great for EAR CARE & SLEEP 
sections of your store

32 dB
noise reduction rating



PATIENT:

Have you tried wearing earplugs? Ultra Soft Foam Earplugs 
from Mack’s® are super comfortable and block out those 
distracting noises. Also, Mack’s® is the #1 brand of foam 
earplugs personally used by doctors, including me! I 
wear them when I need to concentrate on patient files 
or when I'm reading my medical journals. They are also 
great for wearing in public because they are so discreet. 

I've been searching for something to help me focus 
better when I read or study because I am so easily 
distracted by things going on around me. Any ideas?

DOCTOR:

32 dB
noise reduction rating

NOISE

#1 BRAND OF FOAM EARPLUGS PERSONALLY USED BY DOCTORS

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Item #99 - 10 pair

Definitely Mack’s® Maximum Protection Soft Foam Earplugs. 
They offer the highest noise reduction rating of 33 decibels, 
which is perfect for your loud, lengthy project. I'm glad you 
are considering hearing protection. So many individuals in the 
construction industry suffer from hearing loss due to exposure 
to dangerous noise levels over an extended period of time. 
Hearing must be protected because hearing loss is irreversible.

We are renovating our house and using a lot of loud tools, like 
drills, circular saws, and belt sanders. What do you recommend 
for hearing protection?

Item #5599
50 pair jar

Item #599
100 pair tub

NOISE

Finally, a foam earplug 
with a Maximum Noise 
Reduction Rating of 33 dB 
without the bulky size

Made with Mack’s® Comfy Cush® 
foam for excellent performance 
and unparalleled comfort

Made with super low-pressure, 
Comfy Cush® Comfort Foam

Ultra Noise Blocker

User preferred color is as easy on 
your eyes as they are on your ears

Item #92 - 10 pair
Item #925

5 pair
Item #923

3 pair
Item #9250
50 pair jar

Item #927
7 pair

Item #192
100 pair tub

Item #32
30 pair



PATIENT:

Item #93 - 10 pair

DOCTOR:

30 dB
noise reduction rating

NOISE

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Item #915
5 pair

Item #913
3 pair

Item #9150
50 pair jar

Item #917
7 pair

Item #191
100 pair tub

29 dB
noise reduction rating

NOISE

Item #91 - 10 pair

Get some Mack’s® Slim Fit™ Soft Foam Earplugs to protect 
his hearing. They are specifically designed for small ear 
canals, like your son’s, and will help protect his ears from 
damaging exposure to loud noise.

My son has just joined the grade school band, and I’m 
concerned about his hearing since he will be exposed to 
such loud music. What can I do?

Super soft foam earplugs 
for extreme comfort

Provide maximum comfort for 
small or sensitive ear canals

High performance hearing protection

Soft foam earplugs designed for 
small or sensitive ear canals

Unique hollow and flared design maximizes 
comfort, especially during sleep

Ultimate comfort: softer, smaller, 
silky smooth and contoured

I have the perfect solution for you: Mack’s® Dreamgirl™ 
Soft Foam Earplugs. These earplugs were designed with 
smaller ear canals in mind, and are contoured to fit small or 
more sensitive ear canals like yours. Dreamgirl™ Earplugs 
are so comfortable, you’ll hardly know you’re wearing them.

My ear canals are quite small and regular-sized foam earplugs 
hurt my ears. I’m having a difficult time finding earplugs that 
fit them properly. Do you have any suggestions?

Item #935
5 pair

Item #933
3 pair

Item #9350
50 pair jar

Item #937
7 pair

Item #193
100 pair tub

Item #3093
30 pair



I just want a soft, comfortable earplug to wear so I can 
block out the neighborhood noise when I sleep. I’ve tried 
so many different brands, but they all hurt and create 
pressure in my ear. Can you help?

We all know quality sleep is important for overall health, 
and Mack’s® Original SafeSound® Soft Foam Earplugs 
are exactly what you need, when comfort is every bit as 
important as blocking noise. Made of super low-pressure 
foam for extreme comfort, Mack’s® Original SafeSound® 
Earplugs are tried and true, and will give you that quality 
rest you have been so desperately seeking.

Item #9 - 10 pair

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

32 dB
noise reduction rating

NOISE

#1 DOCTOR RECOMMENDED BRAND OF FOAM EARPLUGS TO PROTECT HEARING OR PREVENT HEARING LOSS

PATIENT:

DOCTOR:

Item #9540 - 40 pair jar

I’m looking for a foam earplug that is so comfortable, you forget it's 
in your ear! I’m tired of ill-fitting and not-so-comfortable standard 
foam earplugs. Do you know if any such earplugs exist? 

When my patients tell me this, I recommend Mack’s® ThermaFit™ 
Soft Foam Earplugs. Upon application, Mack’s® ThermaFit™ are 
rigid, making insertion into the ear canal easier than other foam 
earplugs that may bend during insertion. Once in your ear, the 
PVC foam softens with your body heat to slowly expand and fill the 
unique contours of your ear canal, creating a super comfortable, 
noise-reducing seal.

29 dB
noise reduction rating

NOISE

Made of unique PVC foam that starts firmer to ease insertion, then reacts with 
your body heat to soften and conform to the unique contours of your ears 

Cylinder design is slightly shorter in length than traditional bullet-
shaped foam earplugs, providing a low-profile, discreet look

Noise Reduction Rating 29 dB

Item #905
5 pair

Item #903
3 pair

Item #9050
50 pair jar

Item #109
100 pair tub

Item #39
30 pair

Super soft hearing protection

User preferred teal color makes them as 
easy on your eyes as they are on your ears

Ultra Noise Blocker



PATIENT: I am big into swimming and also own my 
landscape business. Is there an earplug 
I could wear for both activities?

26 dB
noise reduction rating

NOISE & WATER

PATIENT:

DOCTOR: I think you will find that Mack’s® AquaBlock® Earplugs are 
exactly what you need. These flanged-style earplugs are designed 
for super soft and comfortable water protection. The best part 
is they are very easy to use, as the stem allows for controlled 
placement of the earplug, providing a more customized seal and fit.

I am a recreational swimmer and am in and out of the water all 
the time. I need reusable, washable earplugs that are quick and 
easy to use. Can you help?

Item #1112 - 1 pair purple
Item #13

2 pair clear
Item #12

2 pair purple
Item #1131
1 pair clear

WATER

Helps prevent swimmer’s ear and surfer’s ear

Pre-molded, flanged, silicone earplugs 
made with SuperSealTM Ultra Soft Silicone 
for extreme comfort and extended wear

Unique Flex Stem and triple flange design 
allow for a more customized fit

Washable and reusable

Mack’s® Ear Seals® Dual Purpose Earplugs are 
perfect for your lifestyle, designed to block out water 
and loud noise. Ear Seals® come with a detachable 
cord so you can hang the earplugs around your neck 
when you need to talk to your employees. Simply 
remove the cord for swimming activities. They are also 
washable and reusable, and come with a convenient 
storage case so you’re never without them. 

Dual purpose – reduce noise and seal out water

Dual-durometer design provides a unique combination 
of super-soft seal rings for unmatched comfort 
and a stiffer inner core for ease of insertion

Item #11 - 1 pair

DOCTOR:

DUAL PURPOSE

noise water



EARPLUGS THAT DO NOT HURT YOUR EARS!

“

THE MOST COMPLETE EARWAX REMOVAL KIT AVAILABLE

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Item #82Item #17

Item #83 Item #80 Item #81

for
clean,
clear
ears

26 dB
noise reduction rating

I produce a lot of earwax. I've tried removing it with cotton swabs but 
that's just making matters worse. Now one ear feels plugged and it's 
driving me crazy. What can I do?

We do not recommend using cotton swabs to clean your ears, as they 
can injure your eardrum or cause earwax impactions. A safe, effective 
way to remove excess earwax is to use Mack’s® ProRinse® Earwax 
Removal System. It is the most complete earwax removal kit available 
and helps patients like you with cerumen buildup. Included in the kit 
are Mack’s® AquaBlock® Earplugs to hold ear drops in both ears at 
the same time for 2x faster treatment, and you can move about while 
treatment is underway.

We are flying to California for summer vacation, but I’m dreading the 
ear pain I’m going to have on a 5-hour flight, and I don’t want to take 
medication. What should I do?

EARWAX REMOVALAIRPLANE PRESSURE RELIEF

I would recommend Frequent Flyer™ Approved Mack’s® Flightguard® 
Airplane Pressure Relief Earplugs as a drug-free flying solution. 
They relieve ear popping and pressure discomfort, naturally and safely, 
which will help your ears tremendously on your flight to California. 
Flightguard® Earplugs are also known as “the comfortable earplugs 
for flying” because they have ultra soft flanges that provide extreme 
comfort during long flights. They also reduce cabin and engine noise 
by 26 decibels, so you can relax and enjoy your trip for sure!

SCIENTIFICALLY ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE

Grips designed to make 
earplug easier to insert

Discreet 
clear color

Hole in tip for 
pressure relief

AERO FILTER regulates ear pressure 
to ease altitude changes

Pressure chamber testedFlexible, super soft flanges

COMFORTEK™ TECHNOLOGY
Ultra soft flanges and open-flow filter system 
provide optimal performance and comfort

*Per independent consumer market research study completed by the BRG Market Research firm, November 2014

Reduced in-flight noise Will recommend to others
Comfortable to wear & easy to use

Better than other earplugs they have used
Improved flight experienceRelieved air pressure discomfort

Frequent Flyers who use Flightguard® say*

I recommend Mack's® ProRinse® Ear Wax Removal Kit for at-home use. I've used a professional version of Mack's® ProRinse® Earwax Removal Kit in 
my pediatric office for years with excellent results. Our tests have proven the safety and efficacy of this system.” - James Huttner M.D., Ph.D - Toledo, OH

earwax removal drops earplugs syringe & basin



HELPS GET THE TRAPPED WATER OUT OF YOUR EARS!

I always recommed children wear Mack’s® Ear Band Swimming Headband 
along with Mack’s® Moldable Silicone Putty Earplugs. This adjustable 
neoprene headband fits most kids’ to medium-sized adult heads, and helps 
keep ear protection in place. Mack’s® Ear Band will ease your frustration of 
having to make sure he doesn't tug at or lose his earplugs in the water.

My son has frequent ear infections, so we always make sure he wears 
earplugs at bath time and when swimming. The problem is he has a 
tendency to pull them out! How do we keep the earplugs in his ears?

PATIENT:

DOCTOR: Use Mack’s® Dry-n-Clear Ear Drying Aid after water exposure. These 
drops are formulated with a unique moisturizing agent that helps dry 
excess water while conditioning the delicate lining of the ear canal. It dries 
water from your ears quickly, safely and effectively. You can also bring the 
bottle with you to the pool since you are prone to water-clogged ears.

Every time I get out of the shower, I have water trapped in my ears 
and I can't hear very well. Do you know what I can do to relieve this?

EAR DRYING

Item #452

Item #86

“ We like to provide our customers with a proven reliable ear drying product at our SCUBA diving shop. We have used your 
Mack’s® Dry-n-Clear® Ear Drying Aid product for a number of years and are very pleased with the results. We recommend 
Mack’s® Ear Drying Aid ear drops to all our students.”
- Michael Shafer, PADI MSDT, Precious Cargo Diving LLC – Seneca, SC

blue side

purple side

2-COLOR, REVERSIBLE, ADJUSTABLE

PATIENT:

DOCTOR:

“ My wife and I personally use Mack’s® Ear Dryer. We live and practice in Hawaii, so we see lots of patients with water-related 
ear issues. I recommend Mack’s® Ear Dryer to my patients for use after swimming, surfing, bathing and hearing aid use.”
- Dr. Ronald P. Peroff – ENT (Ear, Nose and Throat) Otolaryngologist – Honolulu, HI

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Mack’s® Ear Dryer is ideal for you and your family, as it is a drug-free 
way to dry your ears naturally using warm, soothing air. Mack’s® Ear 
Dryer dries the ear canal in about one minute, delivering temperature-
controlled, warm, soothing air. I think you'll appreciate that it comes 
with 4 earpieces, so everyone in your house can have their own 
attachment for proper hygiene.

Item #748

Our family of four really enjoys swimming. We use alcohol to dry our 
ear canals but it often irritates them. We are looking for a more natural 
and effective way to dry our ears. Do you have any recommendations? 

EAR DRYING

Invented by an ENT doctor to safely and effectively dry 
the ear canal where bacteria and fungi can grow

Safe and comfortable for all ages

Provides controlled maximum temperature, 
airflow, cycle time and noise volume

Eliminates the need for ear drying drops and unsafe cotton swabs

Removes moisture buildup behind hearing aids, providing a more secure fit

Doctor recommended for use after swimming, bathing, 
water sports, hearing aid use, scuba, etc.

Folds shut for convenient storage and travel

Requires 3 "AA" batteries

Includes 4 color-coded, washable earpieces for 
better hygiene between multiple users

Official Ear Care of



DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Item #72 - 30 wipes

While I'm here asking about hearing protection for work, can you also 
tell me if you know of a good lens cleaner for my safety glasses? I need 
them to be crystal clear!

I always recommend Mack’s® Lens Cleaning Wipes for a streak-free, lint-
free finish. So many other wipes leave particles behind on my lenses, but 
not Mack’s®. They are individually wrapped in a special tri-sealed Mack's® 
Pack to hold moisture in for a longer life. I keep them handy at all times 
for cleaning my glasses and my camera lens.

 LENS WIPES

Extra-large 8" x 5" lens cleaner wipes are saturated with 
a unique anti-fog, anti-static, and anti-streak formula

Handy pre-moistened wipes fit anywhere: wallet, 
purse, sports bag, pocket, camera bag, glove box

Item #76
6 wipes

Pre-moistened, individually-packaged lens wipes are your convenient 
one-step cleaning solution for crystal clear eyeglasses, computer screens, 
camera lenses, binoculars, scopes, goggles, portable electronic devices

Specially formulated for cleaning glass, plastic, and polycarbonate

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

SLEEP MASKS

Item #2034

I have been working the midnight shift for 6 months now 
and still cannot adjust to sleeping during the day. What 
can I do to block out the light? I’ve tried everything!

Also in the Sleep Mask category: Mack’s® Dreamgirl™ Contoured 
Sleep Mask, Mack’s® Quick Patient Recovery Kit™  and Mack’s® 
Shut-Eye Shade® Sleep Aid Kit,  (shown below)

Have you tried Mack’s® Dreamweaver™ Contoured 
Sleep Mask? Its contoured design prevents the mask 
from pressing against your eyelids and eyelashes while 
keeping you comfortable inside a curtain of darkness. It 
is so light and slim, you’ll hardly know you’re wearing 
it. The mask also comes with a pair of Mack’s® Soft 
Foam Earplugs for a more restful sleeping experience.

Item #2021 Item #70Item #5600

Soft foam earplugs included in each package 
for a complete, restful experience
Great for daytime sleep, travel, insomnia, 
meditation, headaches and migraines

Features dual elastic straps with adjustable 
tensioners for optimum performance and comfort
Comfortable, contoured, and cushioned - made 
with smooth, non-irritating black satin

Shut-Eye Shade® has a padded nose bridge to 
help keep light out and to prevent the mask 
from pressing against eyelids and eyelashes



PATIENT:

DOCTOR:

Item #196
100 pair tub

Item #963
3 pair

Item #961
1 pair corded

MUSIC

Hear Plugs® have a unique open-air filter 
that reduces sound levels evenly so music and 
speech are clear and natural, not muffled

Soft flanges ensure maximum comfort

Great for concerts, jam sessions, nightclubs, 
loud events, shop work and motorcycles 

I agree with your mother, as attending concerts frequently without 
protecting your hearing is asking for future trouble. Good news! Mack’s® 
Acoustic Foam Earplugs are designed for people like you who want 
to hear the band and music without the "muffle." The innovative 
hollow-cut and grooved design of these comfortable earplugs provides 
clearer acoustics and allows for improved communication. This means 
your ears are protected up to 20 decibels AND you can hear the music 
clearly. You and your mom will both be happy with this solution.

My mom said the only way she will let me go to a concert is if I 
wear earplugs. I don't want to because I know the music will sound 
muffled and I won't be able to understand what the band is singing. 
What should I do? 

Item #967 - 7 pair

20 dB
noise reduction rating

I like to go to the club with my friends every week, but I think it 
is taking a toll on my hearing! After I leave the club, my ears ring 
for a while. I don't want to lose my hearing, but I also don't want 
to give up my social time. What do you suggest?

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

It is wise to recognize now, while you are young, that your ears need 
to be protected from loud music. Since you are active in the club 
scene, I think Mack’s® Blackout® Soft Foam Earplugs would be 
perfect for you, as they are stylish and discreet, while providing you 
with the comfortable hearing protection you need. Now you can go 
clubbing safely and not worry about that ringing in your ears. 

As a musician, I understand the importance of protecting my 
hearing, but I am having a difficult time finding an earplug 
that allows me to hear my own instrument. I need some help! 

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

I, too, am a musician, and find that Mack’s® Hear Plugs® 
High Fidelity Earplugs work the best at providing clear, even 
sound when playing my guitar. I can also hear the rest of the 
instruments and the lead singer, just at a reduced noise level. 
The super-low profile design of these Hear Plugs® is perfect for 
inconspicuous wear when you're up on stage or in the audience.

ROCK OUT with 
BLACKOUT!

MUSIC

Item #16 - 1 pair

Item #987 - 7 pair

12 dB
noise reduction rating

32 dB
noise reduction rating

Small

Med/Lg

Extended grip tabs for easy insertion and removal

Includes 2 comfort tip sizes and one set of filters

Item #983
3 pair



DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

Item #5569 - hi viz muffs/clear glasses

OTHER PRODUCTS FROM THE MACK'S® SAFETY LINE:

SAFETY

I'm looking for some safety-related gear, like earmuffs and 
glasses, for my small business. My employees are subjected to 
loud noise and debris on a daily basis. Do you have any ideas?  

Mack’s® has a line of safety products that includes earmuffs and 
earplugs for hearing protection, and ANSI-rated safety glasses for 
eye protection. The Hi Viz* Double-Up® Safety Kit will probably 
work best for your employees since they work on job sites and may 
work in low-light situations. Hi Viz* Earmuffs are the most visible 
color available, and when worn with Hi Viz* Earplugs, sound is 
reduced by 34 decibels. The clear vision, zero-distortion lenses in 
the Safety Glasses offer eye protection, as well as clarity on the job. 

*These earmuffs & earplugs meet American National Standards Institute’s 
highest luminescent factor requirement of 70% for Hi-Viz safety apparel

34 dB
noise reduction rating 

when earmuffs & earplugs 
are worn together

Item #5561
black muffs/clear glasses

Item #5560
black muffs/smoke glasses

Item #5564
pink muffs/clear glasses

Item #5567
camo muffs/clear glasses

Item #5580 - smoke Item #5581 - clear

Ultimate hearing and eye protection 
system (earmuffs + earplugs + glasses)

High Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) – 
34 decibels (dB) when earmuffs and 
earplugs are worn together

Earmuffs used alone – 23 dB 
Earplugs used alone – 32 dB (Ultra 
Soft Foam Earplugs included)

Safety Glasses come with soft storage 
pouch and 5 lens cleaning wipes

Safety Glasses are also available 
separately, and include soft storage 
pouch and 5 lens cleaning wipes

DOUBLE-UP® SAFETY KITS

SAFETY GLASSES

PATIENT:

DOCTOR:

SAFETY

I'm the safety director at my company, where we work with heavy 
machinery and loud equipment. I need some bright, colorful hearing 
protection so I can see my employees are complying with OSHA 
requirements. What do you recommend?

The obvious choice is Mack’s® Hi Viz* Soft Foam Safety Earplugs. Their 
bright color (ANSI fluorescent yellow-green) is the most visible color 
to the human eye, making them the superior solution for compliance 
checks, fast acquisition for critical use, and finding if dropped or lost. 
*These earplugs meet American National Standards Institute’s highest 
luminescent factor requirement of 70% for Hi-Viz safety apparel, 
making compliance checks easier, more accurate, and efficient.

Item #287 - 7 pair

32 dB
noise reduction rating

Item #283
3 pair

Item #5528
50 pair jar

Item #500
100 pair corded tub

Item #5502
2 pair corded

Made with super soft foam, 
these ear plugs are perfect for 
extended wear in situations where 
extreme comfort is paramount

Great for shop work, power 
tools, industrial use, motor 
sports, shooting, etc.



NOISE

Item #4433 - blueItem #4432 - orangeItem #4431 - pink

Great for shooting ranges, fireworks, motor sports, studying, 
movie theaters, concerts, parades, travel and wearing around 

power tools; also ideal for kids on the autism spectrum

NOISE

Items included in 
Mack's® Kids Size 

Earmuffs + Earplugs

We participate in a lot of loud activities as a family, such as fireworks, 
motor sports racing and truck pulls. What is the best option to protect 
my children's hearing? I feel like they need more than just earplugs.

I have the perfect solution for you: Mack’s® Kids Size Safety Kit. This 
multi-purpose kit offers Double-Up® hearing protection with a noise 
reduction rating of 30 decibels when the soft foam earplugs are worn 
together with the earmuffs. This is the ultimate safety kit because it 
also includes ANSI-rated safety glasses, which should be worn in the 
shop or on the range along with hearing protection. Mack's® has 
both ears and eyes covered with this product! If you don't need safety 
glasses, you can opt for the Mack’s® Kids Size Earmuffs + Earplugs.

Item #4479 - blue

Item #4477 - pink Item #4478 - orange

High Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) – 30 decibels (dB) when earmuffs and earplugs are worn together
Earmuffs used alone – 23 dB; Earplugs used alone – 29 dB

Earmuffs - super-soft, lightweight, padded ear cups and headband provide 
maximum comfort and noise reduction for small heads and ears

Earplugs – 5 Pair Slim FitTM Soft Foam for all-day comfort; 
high performance noise blocker

Safety Glasses – clear vision, zero-distortion lenses; wide 
lens for full coverage; retractable stems for adjusting 

size; meets ANSI Z87.1 Impact Standards

Lens Wipes – 5 individually wrapped, pre-
moistened wipes; anti-fog, anti-static, anti-streak

Glasses Storage Pouch – soft material protects 
lenses from scratches; can be used to dry lenses

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

30 dB
noise reduction rating 

when earmuffs & earplugs 
are worn together

NOISE

Items included 
in Mack's® Kids 
Size Safety Kit

KIDS SIZE SAFETY KIT

COMPACT, FOLDABLE

MULTI-PURPOSE

3 FUN COLORS!

KIDS SIZE EARMUFFS + EARPLUGS



PATIENT:

DENTIST:

DENTAL

Sounds like you could benefit from the LunaGuard™ Nighttime Dental 
Guard. This over-the-counter guard is a more cost effective way for you 
to manage your bruxism. It is ultra thin for ultimate comfort and has 
perforations to allow saliva to flow naturally. One huge benefit is that it 
can be remolded up to 20 times to guarantee you get the perfect fit!

I am so tired of waking up with a sore jaw and frequent headaches 
because I clench and grind my teeth at night. I can't afford a custom bite 
guard from my dentist and I'm ruining my smile. What can I do?

Item #1030

flat fit

Dentist Recommended

Maximum teeth grinding protection

Thin, strong material - so thin, you'll 
hardly know you're wearing it

Quick and easy custom fit

Remoldable up to 20x

180-day durability warranty

Includes storage case

PROUD TO BE A RECIPIENT OF THE 2019 PREVENTION HEALTHY SLEEP AWARDS

FACT: It is estimated that up to 31% of the U.S. population 
experiences bruxism, commonly known as teeth grinding and/
or jaw clenching during sleep. The impact of bruxism can be 
significant. It can be frequent and severe enough to lead to 
headaches, damaged teeth, jaw pain, worn tooth enamel, or 
even chronic facial pain. However, with proper treatment and 
care, the potential negative impacts of bruxism can be reduced.

Great for Oral Care & Sleep sections of your store

Item #2350 - medium clear
Item #2302

small
clear

Item #2301
small

better sleep

Item #2349
medium

better sleep

Item #2367
small

better breathing

Item #2385
medium

better breathing

small

medium - 
fits most

DOCTOR:

PATIENT:

NASAL

You should try AIRMAX® Nasal Dilator from 
Mack’s®. It is more effective than nasal strips at 
reducing congestion and maximizing airflow for 
a better night’s sleep. It also reduces snoring, so 
it will make your wife happy! AIRMAX® comes in 
small and medium to accommodate most noses.

I need something to help me breathe better when 
I sleep, as I have been told many times by my wife 
that I snore horribly. What do you recommend?

AIRMAX® Nasal Dilator is different from other 
products commonly available in the marketplace

Distinctive, patented design which goes 
inside the nasal passages

Proven to improve nasal airflow in clinical studies

Does not require ‘sticky’ tape on the outside of the nose

Made of medical grade material

Aerodynamic profile (wing effect expands the narrowest 
parts of the nasal passage to allow increased airflow)

Great for the SLEEP section of your store Great for the ALLERGY section of your store



Mack’s® Earplugs were the first earplugs 
used in a World Series baseball game

Official Ear Care of

Mack’s® is the official ear 
care of USA Swimming

Co-inventor, Cecilia Benner, appeared 
twice on the game show “What’s My 

Line?” in the 1960’s. “Making Earplugs” 
was her unusual line of work.

Ray Benner invented the moldable 
silicone earplug back in 1962.

Pedro Ordenes, who holds the world 
record for the most “escape” swims 

from Alactraz, recommends and uses 
Mack’s® Earplugs exclusively 

Masters swimmer, Lois Nochman, broke 
18 world records while using Mack’s® 

Earplugs to help prevent swimmer’s ear

Mack’s® Earplugs - innovating and 
leading the ear care industry since 1962

D
O

CT
OR RECOMMEND

ED

EARPLUG BRAND

“Mack’s® Earplugs 
saved our marriage.”
Tammy & Tim Paczkowski
Richmond, MN 

Mack’s® are the #1-selling moldable 
silicone earplugs in the USA*

#1

McKeon Products, Inc. 25460 Guenther Warren, MI 48091 USA (586) 427-7560 www.macksearplugs.com
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2012 - McKeon Products joins the
HALF-CENTURY CLUB!
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